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Via EmailHonorable Juan M. Merchan
Acting Justice - Supreme Court, Criminal Term

Re: Peoples. Trump, Ind, No, T1S4323
DearJusice Merchan:

We respectfully submit tis letr, with the Cours permission, regarding defense
objections to certain AMI business records offered by DANY. See Tr. 1095. For the reasons set
forth below, the AMI business records that DANY offered today present double-hearsay issues
hat DANY must address before publishing these Exhibits to he jury. and DANY should not be
permitted to elicit lay-witness opinions regarding the meaningof communications in which they
did not participate.

1 Applicable Law
The Court of Appeals “admis evidence consisting of multiple layers of outofcourtatements” “provided cach such layer overcomes a hanay exception or is not offered for its

rh” Guide fo N.Y. Evid. Rule 8.21, Note. With respect to business records in particular, {he
‘admissionof an out-of-court statement that is included within a properly admitted business record
isitself admissible for the truth of its contents onlyif the statement meets the requirementsof an
exception 1 the heargy rule otherwise the statement 5 sdmissbl for having been made and nok
forts ruth.” 1d. Rule $080) (emphasis added)

“While properly authenticated e-mails may be admitted into evidence under the business
records exception, would be insuflicient fo survive a hearsay challenge simply 10 say that since
business keeps and receives e-mails, then ergoall those e-mail are business cords...” United
States. Cone, 714 30 197, 320 (ith Ci: 2013) accord Morisseau.DLA Piper, $52 F. Supp
24505, 621 M163 (SDNY. 2008). The same logic aplics to text messages.

lay witness may offer opinion testimony interpretingacommunication where the opinion
is “rationally based on the witness's personal perception.” Guide to N.Y. Evid. Rule 7.03(1)(a).
The rational-basis requirement reflects “the familiar requirement of first-hand knowledge or
observation.” United States» Flore, 45 F.3d 687, 06 (24 Ci, 2019).

IL Discussion
Th emails and text messages marked as People’s Exhibits 163 — 179A containa second

layerofhearsay that DANY must address before additional communications from these categories
oF Exhibits are shown othe jury. Sec, People v. Zambrano, 114 A.D 24 872.872 (24 Dep't
1985) (describing “burden of making a specific offer of proofas to the admissibility of the
testimony after the People’s objection thereto”). In addition, DANY should not be permitted to
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elicit lay opinions regarding the meaningofcommunications from witnesses who were not a party
10 the communications. Set forth below are examplesofthese issues from the thumb drive of
Exhibits that DANYoffered today. See Tr. 100.

People’s Exhibit 163 is an AMI email thread that does not include Mr. Pecker. President
“Trump does not dispute that the header data for the top message is an AMI business record, but
the remainder of the exhibit contains a series of inadmissible out-of-court factual assertions by
non-testifying witnesses. For example. the bottom email in the thread is a November 13, 2015
email that purports to describe the details of Sajudin’s allegations—notwithstanding the Court's
in imine ruling that DANY could not “explore the underlying details” relating to allegations by

Sajudin and McDougal. 3/18/24 Op. at 4: see also Tr. 1063:9-11 (similarobjection to testimony
regarding Sajudin-related details).

People’s Exhibit 170 isa text message from Keith Davidson—who is not an AMI employee
and had no business duty to communicate accurately—to Dylan Howard. We concede that the
header data associated with the message is an AMI business record. but Davidson's factual
assertion in the bodyof the message is not inadmissible hearsay.

People’s Exhibit 171A isa seriesof ext messages between Howard and Gina Rodriguez,
who is not an AMI employee and also lacked the relevant business duty. The Exhibit contains a
series of factual assertions by Rodriguez that are not themselves business records and are only
relevantifoffered for their truth. See. .g., Doc. IDs 000038719-20 (Rodriguez asserting “[sJo we
Killed the story because | thought he would sue me.... But stormy Daniels was his mistress").

Pele Ei 1720s seat meses wen toward and :
Mr. Pecker's foundational testimonyrelating(0 texts messages was limited “to the extent that AM
employees’ phones are usedfor business purposes” and AMI's ability “to extract business-related
information.” Tr. 1052:17-18 (emphasis added). The Exhibit contains personal communications
that are inadmissible hearsay. Mr. Howard was not under a business duty to communicate
accuratelywith[Jl and no other hearsay exception applies.

Finally, the Court should preclude DANY from eliciting interpretative testimony by Mr.
Pecker or other witnesses with respect to communications in which they did not participate. See,
eg. Tr. 1081:15-18 (objection sustained); Tr. 1081:14-15 (DANY asking regarding PX 164,
“What did you understand “Trump non-published story” to be a reference to"). Under Rule
7.03(1)(a). witnesseswhodid not participate i the communications lack the required rational basis
10offer such a lay opinion. See Flores, 945 F.3d at 706; United States v. De Peri, 778 F.2d 963,
978 (3d Cir. 1985) (affirming admissibility of participant's interpretative opinions where “based
upon his direct perception of the event” and “not speculative’).

Respectfully Submitted,
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